
Boost your team productivity 
with this simple and powerful 

exercise

Used by 400+ companies in 30+ countries

THE PERFORM ASSESSMENT TOOL



PERFORM is a proven methodology to help you 
systematically build a strong team culture. 

Being developed by the Productivity Coach - Stoyan Yankov and 
Startup Wise Guys’ CEO - Cristobal Alonso, PERFORM has helped more 
than 400 companies across the globe to optimize their operations and 
boost performance

Create better team alignment
Identify gaps and obstacles on the way of optimal performance
Lead effective discussion on how to address them best
Commit to improve and define a concrete plan of action 

The PERFORM Assessment Tool will help you:



The PERFORM Assessment Tool
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          Your goal is to carefully go through all the ideas that came out of your
brainstorming activity and choose the ones that you deem appropriate and
worth committing to. You should aim for choosing specific steps that could
be taken so that your performance could be improved, and decide who is
going to be responsible for each particular commitment. 

       Make sure that all participants are familiar with the 7 assessment areas of
the PERFORM methodology and what exactly they are measuring and
evaluating. In this way, the assessment tool will be more effective and the 
 exercise - more meaningful. Moreover, your team will be able to provide
more objective and clear results. (Find description of each area on the next
page)

       It is the actual assessment, where everyone of the team is evaluating
their performance on a scale of 1 - 10, 1 being “we haven't paid any attention
to this area” and 10 being “there is no space for improvement”. The key thing
here is to choose an assessment period and focus on your efforts in the 7
PERFORM areas during this period. For instance: the average of the last 4
weeks.

      It is about the purpose behind this exercise, which is to create a clear
picture of how everyone on the team views their performance in all the areas.
After sharing your grades with others, the scores should stimulate a
discussion and feedback session in the attempt to better understand the
reason behind these scores and collectively try to identify the gaps in each
area.

          Step four is a natural outcome of the previous feedback giving and
receiving session. Here, your goal would be to brainstorm together ideas on
how the previously identified gaps could be filled in.

Follow these 5 steps with your team
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Mental Toughness is about evaluating our capability to conquer everyday
problems while managing our stress levels. Things often don't go as planned, and
this is an inevitable occurrence in every organization. Your goal is to assess your
relationship with stress and uncertainty and whether you are able to deal with
different types of stressors.

Purpose & Values are the building blocks of every strong startup culture, your
company's DNA. In this area, your goal is to try and assess whether you have a
clear understanding about your company's purpose and values - “Why do you do
what you do as a company?” and also try to be honest about whether you are
living these values and aligning your behavior with them. 

Effective planning is the second area in which you need to recognize the
importance of setting targets and planning consistently, and assess how you
personally manage your time on a day-to-day basis. Your goal here is also to
evaluate whether you are able to stay focused on priorities and are you using the
correct systems and structures that can help you pay attention to the important
tasks.

Roles & Responsibilities is an area that is quite often neglected, despite those
being important concepts for every organization. The key thing here is to
evaluate whether the tasks that are assigned to you are not only corresponding
to your job title, but are also aligned with the things that you actually enjoy doing
- “Does it exist an intersection of your personal strengths and your passions?”

Focus & Execution is the area in which participants assess their ability to
manage distractions and actually get things done. Here, your task is to provide an
objective estimation about your capacity to navigate through a world of
countless distractions, focus on what is important and your ability to prioritize
correctly and say “NO” to less important requests and tasks.

Optimal Energy is about turning the focus on your mental, physical and emotional
wellbeing and evaluating your personal productive habits. Are you paying enough
attention to your energy levels, and how do you evaluate your efforts in this
direction? Do you commit enough time to habits that can help you perform better
and that can keep you away from burning out?

Robust Communication is a crucially important area, in which you assess
whether the internal communication in your company is effective, clear and
meaningful. Here, your goal is to find answers to questions such as “Do we
communicate regularly enough?”, “Is everyone clear about the communication
structures - type, frequency, channels etc.?” as well as “Does it exist a safe
feedback culture of giving and receiving feedback?”.

The 7 PERFORM Areas



Book Stoyan 
for a group session, 
workshop or a keynote.

If you consider the assessment tool a useful instrument that provides valuable
insights, but you are still in need of a more in-depth and comprehensive help,
do not hesitate to contact Stoyan. 

Create a culture of connection, continuous feedback and growth with the help
of the PERFORM methodology!

Do you need extra help? 
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https://stoyanyankov.com/podcast/
https://www.amazon.com/PERFORM-Unsexy-Truth-Startup-Success-ebook/dp/B09T697GTW/ref=sr_1_1?crid=171VUE8C1H65&keywords=perform+the+unsexy&qid=1652853828&sprefix=perform+the+unsexy%2Caps%2C381&sr=8-1
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2324966044465472
https://stoyanyankov.com/
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